ALEXANDER, Ralph B, PhD Physics, University of Oxford, former Associate Professor, Wayne State University, Detroit, author of book, Global Warming False Alarm, Canterbury Publishing, 2012

ANDERSON, Charles R, Ph.D., Physics, Case Western Reserve University; Sc.B., Physics, Brown University; Founder and President of Anderson Materials Evaluation, Inc., previously Senior Scientist at Lockheed Martin Laboratories -- Baltimore and Research Physicist in the Department of the Navy; 43 years’ experience using particle beams, gamma rays, x-rays, ultra-violet light, visible light, and infra-red radiation to characterize materials.

ARMSTRONG, J. Scott, Professor, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, One of the world’s leading experts on forecasting, he has also published 19 papers on the scientific method.

ASHWORTH, Robert A., Vice President of ClearStack Power LLC, Chemical Engineer with over 50 scientific papers published.

BALL, Dr. Tim, Retired professor of climatology


BASTARDI, Joe, Bastardi, Chief meteorologist, Weatherbell Analytics

BATTIG, Dr. Charles G, M.S. E.E.; M.D, Life member IEEE, American Society of Anesthesiologists; President, Piedmont Chapter, Virginia Scientists and Engineers for Energy and Environment; Policy advisor, Heartland Institute

BELL, Larry: Launched the research and education program in space architecture at the University of Houston and author of Climate of Corruption: Politics and Power Behind the Global Warming Hoax.

BELLER, Denis Beller, PhD, Lt. Col, USAF, retired (first tenured uniformed professor in the then-70-year history of the USAF Institute of Technology) co-author of seminal Foreign Affairs essay The Need for Nuclear Power, Jan/Feb 2000 (with Pulitzer Prize-winner Richard Rhodes), former Research Prof. of Nuclear Engineering, Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas

BENARD, David J, Ph.D Physics (University of Illinois, 1972) Co-inventor of the oxygen-iodine chemical laser
BERGSMARK, Stein. Physicist. Senior research scientist. Retired head of Renewable Energy study programmes at University of Agder, Norway. Written several reports on climate change science and politics. (NORWAY)

BERRY, Edwin X, PhD, Physics, Climate Physics LLC, Bigfork, MT, Memberships: American Meteorological Society, AMS, Certified Consulting Meteorologist #180, American Physical Society.

BEZDEK, Roger. Ph.D, Economics, President, MISI; former research Director in ERDA and DOE and Senior Advisor, U.S. Treasury Department. Author of 6 books and 300 papers published in scientific and professional journals.

BLETHEN, John, Ph.D, physics, Stanford University, 1974, McGill, Nevada

BOHNAK, Karl, WLUC-TV6 NBC & FOX U, Chief Meteorologist

BOUTEILLE, Pierre; HEC’71 business school; BSN Glass Containers Division (France), Overseas Export Dept, 1973-87; Flo-Pak Int’l (Redwood City, Calif) 1988-2009, including: Director of European Development 2000-09, VP Recycling Dept of French Plastics Converters Board 1992-94 (FRANCE)

BRESLOW, Jan L, M.A. Physical Chemistry Columbia University, Doctor of Medicine Harvard Medical School, Fredrick Henry Leonhardt Professor Rockefeller University, Member National Academy of Sciences, Member National Academy of Medicine, Member German National Academy of Sciences (Leopoldina), published more than 250 original peer reviewed research papers

BRIGGS, William, Statistician with specialty in evaluating the goodness and usefulness of models.

BROOKS, Scott, Electronic-Electomechanical Engineering, Albuquerque, NM

BRUMM, Douglas B, Ph.D., Electrical Engineering, Professor of Electrical Engineering (Emeritus), Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan; Life Member, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

BUTOS, William N, George M. Ferris Professor of Corporation Finance & Investments Department of Economics, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106

CAMPANELLA, Angelo, Ph.D., Physics and Electrical Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, 55+ year experience in infrared physics, military electronics, and applied physics.
CARLIN, Alan, PhD Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; BS, Physics, California Institute of Technology; senior analyst and manager, USEPA, 1971-2010; author or co-author of about 40 publications; author of Environmentalism Gone Mad: How a Sierra Club Activist and Senior EPA Analyst Discovered a Radical Green Energy Fantasy, 2015, Stairway Press.

CATANEO, Carmen, M.S., Ph.D. in physics (Yale University), Retired Exec. VP, The Sarnoff Corp (SRI), Author of 12 peer-reviewed articles in science and engineering, Holder of 12 issued US patents.

CHAPAS, Jorge David, MSc Environmental economics. Executive director of Red de Amigos de la Naturaleza (Rana), Guatemala, Central America. Professor of the Master of Environmental Economics of the Universidad Francisco Marroquín, (GUATEMALA).


COHEN, Roger W, Fellow, American Physical Society

COLEMAN, John, BS, University of Illinois, Former Professional Member of the American Meteorological Society, Broadcast Meteorologist of the Year (1982) of the American Meteorological Society, Founder of “The Weather Channel”, original Meteorologist on ABC “Good Morning, America”, TV Meteorologist for 61 years on stations in New York, Chicago, San Diego, etc.

CONDON, William F., Ph.D., Electroanalytical Chemistry, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (analytical and environmental), Southern Connecticut State University.

CROWE, Donald R, B.S. Mechanical Engineering, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida; licensed Professional Engineer (P.E., Florida); Consulting Construction Executive; over 40 years’ experience in construction, product engineering, manufacturing, and information technology.

CUNNINGHAM, Walter; MS Degree in Physics; Physicist, RAND Corp; Astronaut, Apollo 7; Founder, Earth Awareness Foundation, 1970; Advisory Board, National Renewable Energy Laboratory (5 years); Writer and Lecturer on the global warming issue.

D’ALEO, Joseph, AMS Fellow, CCM, Chair of Committee on Weather Analysis and Forecasting, Former Professor of Meteorology/Climatology, Lyndon State College, Co-founder the Weather Channel, Chief Meteorologist, WSI, Weatherbell Analytics.
D’ALONZO, Raphael P, Ph.D., Analytical Chemistry, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Retired - the Procter & Gamble Company, former Department Head, Data Management.

DEARS, Donn, BS United States Merchant Marine Academy. Engineer and retired senior executive GE Company, with worldwide experience with energy issues. Author of Nothing to Fear and over 600 articles on energy issues.

DELEVIGNE, Paul - BA Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania; MBA in Finance and International Business, New York University; former research biochemist in protein chemistry and enzymology, software entrepreneur, currently consultant in tax software implementation.

DeLONG, James V., J.D., Harvard Law School, mcl; former Research Director of the Administrative Conference of the United States; former Senior Analyst, Program Evaluation Office, U.S. Bureau of the Budget; author of numerous articles on administrative law, regulatory, and environmental issues, including Climate Issues and Facts (Marshall Institute, 2015), A Skeptical Look at the Carbon Tax (Marshall Institute 2013), and Out of Bounds and Out of Control: Regulatory Enforcement at the EPA (Cato Institute 2002).

DOIRON, Harold H, PhD, Mechanical Engineering, Vice President, Engineering (retired) InDyne, Inc. Houston, Texas, Chairman, The Right Climate Stuff Research Team of retired NASA Apollo Program scientists and engineers. Member, American Society of Mechanical Engineers

DOUGLASS, David, Professor of Physics, University of Rochester.

DOYLE, Jeffrey M, PhD Resource Economics Michigan State University, President, Thermo economics

DRIESSEN, Aert, BSc (Geology) Sydney University, 1960, BEc Australian National University, 1980, Grad. Dip. Information systems, University of Canberra 1990, Fellow Australian Institute of Geoscientists. (AUSTRALIA)

DRIESSEN, Paul K: BA, geology and ecology, Lawrence University; JD, environmental and natural resource law, University of Denver; author of Eco-Imperialism: Green Power - Black Death, Miracle Molecule: Carbon Dioxide, Gas of Life, and other books; author of many articles and reports on energy, mining, climate change, sustainable development, malaria control and other topics; senior policy analyst, Committee For A Constructive Tomorrow and Congress of Racial Equality.

DROZ, John Jr. Physicist. Energy expert with over 35 years of environmental advocacy.
DUKE, Charles M, BS US Naval Academy, MS Aeronautics MIT, Brigadier General USAF (retired), Graduate and Instructor USAF Test Pilot School, NASA Apollo 16 Lunar Module Pilot, Member: Air Force Association, Society of Experimental Test Pilots, National Space Society.

DUNN, John Dale, MD JD, Policy advisor Heartland Institute, Chicago, IL, and American Council on Science and Health, New York City, Civilian Faculty, Emergency Medicine, Carl R. Darnall Army Medical Center, Fort Hood, Texas, Clinical Instructor, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Maryland. Lecturer and writer on human health effects of air pollution and climate as well as environmental law and air pollution science for 25 years.

EASTERBROOK, Don: Professor Emeritus of Geology at Western Washington University. He has studied global climate change for five decades, has written three textbooks and a dozen other books, published more than 185 papers in professional journals, and has presented 30 research papers at international meetings in 15 countries.

ENDRIZ, John Endriz, BS. (Engineering, MIT), PhD (Eng., Stanford, U), Retired VP, SDL, Inc

ENSTROM, James E., PhD, Physics; MPH, Epidemiology; Research Professor/Researcher (retired), UCLA School of Public Health, and President, Scientific Integrity Institute, Los Angeles; Life Member, American Physical Society; Founding Fellow, American College of Epidemiology; extensive scientific expertise on health effects of air pollution.

ESSEX, Christopher, PhD, Professor, Department of Applied Mathematics, The University of Western Ontario, co author of the book Taken by Storm (CANADA)

EVANS, David M.W., climate researcher for ScienceSpeak.com. Instrumental in building the carbon accounting system Australia uses to estimate carbon changes in its biosphere, for the Australian Greenhouse Office. Six university degrees related to modeling and applied mathematics over ten years, including a PhD from Stanford University. (AUSTRALIA)

EVERETT, Bruce, Faculty Tufts University’s Fletcher School, over forty years of experience in the international energy industry.

EVERETT, Robert, Electrical Engineer, Retired President of the MITRE Corporation

FAGAN, Matthew J, PhD, B.Sc(Hons) Nuclear Physics. Founder and president of FastCAM Inc. with 17 robotic technology patents and published patent applications in the US.
FORBES, Vivian R, BScApp, FAusIMM, geologist, financial analyst, company director, founder of the Carbon Sense Coalition, author of many articles on carbon, climate and energy, winner of the Adam Smith Award (Australia) and Author of Freedom (Germany). (AUSTRALIA).

FORBING, Irv, PhD in oral surgery, MS in bacteriology, College of Physicians and Surgeons in San Francisco.

FRANK, Neil, Ph.D., meteorology, Florida State University, Former Director National Hurricane Center and former Chief Meteorologist KHOU TV, CBS Houston. member, American Meteorological Society

FRANK, Patrick, Ph.D. Chemistry, Stanford University. More than 60 peer-reviewed publications, including several assessing uncertainty in the surface air temperature record and in climate model air temperature projections.

FRICKE, Martin Ph.D.: Nuclear physicist; Senior Fellow of the APS; elected to the APS Executive Panel on Public Affairs (POPA); nuclear physics research at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Corporate Officer of seven R&D companies; Extraordinary Minister of Catholic Diocese of San Diego.

FULKS, Gordon J, PhD Physics, The Laboratory for Astrophysics and Space Research at the University of Chicago. Five decades of experience studying physical, astrophysical, and geophysical phenomena for universities, government agencies, and private clients.

GAMBLIN, Rodger L, Former VP Mead Corporation. Inventor. Author or coauthor on 46 U.S. patents.

GAMOTA, George Ph.D.: Physics; former professor University of Michigan, Fellow of the APS; Fellow of the AAAS; Senior Member of the IEEE; elected to the APS Executive Panel on Public Affairs (POPA); Founding Director of Research, Department of Defense; Corporate Board member and Executive at several R&D companies; former Bedford Chief Scientist MITRE Corporation.

GERHARD, Lee C, PhD., Senior Scientist Emeritus, Univ. of Kansas, Director and State Geologist, Kansas Geological Survey (Ret.), meteorology background. Extensive published research in both geology and climate change. Honorary member, American Association of Petroleum Geologists, Association of American State Geologists and others. Member Russian Academy of Natural Science (US Br.), Kansas Geologist license #1. Former Getty Professor of Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines.

GERLACH, Ulrich H., PhD Relativistic Astrophysics, Princeton University, Professor of Mathematics, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
GERONDEAU, Christian, engineer and scientist, graduated from ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE in PARIS, an energy expert, the author of many books on climate matters, two of them available in English: "CLIMATE, THE GREAT DELUSION" and "UNITED NATIONS CLIMATE LIARS".

GIAEVER, Ivar, Applied BioPhysics, Inc., Nobel Prize in Physics, 1973

GLATZLE, Albrecht, Agro-Biologist, Dr. sc. agr. (Hohenheim University, Germany), Director of Research of INTTAS (retired), Loma Plata Paraguay Asociación Rural del Paraguay (ARP), Society of Range Management, US Grassland Society of Southern Africa, Fellow of the Tropical Grassland Society of Australia (AUSTRALIA)


GOLDBERG, Dr. Fred, Swedish Polar Institute (AB) (SWEDEN)

GOULD, Laurence I, Professor of Physics, University of Hartford, Past Chair (2004), New England Section of the American Physical Society

GRAY, Vincent, Ph D, Editor of New Zealand Climate Truth Newsletter (NEW ZEALAND)


GREGORY, WILLIAM D., PhD, PE, Registered Patent Agent (US); BS (physics) Georgetown University; PhD (physics), MIT; Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering and Health Sciences, and former Dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Senior Member IE, EE, Phi Beta Kappa, Tau Beta Pi; author on 100+ peer reviewed articles, inventor on 100+ US and foreign patents; currently Chair of the Board and Chief Science Officer, NovaScan LLC, developer of cancer detection devices.

GREGORI, Giovanni P, "Associate" of the Royal Astronomical Society; Honorary Member of the Deutsche Geophysikalische Gesellschaft e. V., Arbeitskreis Geschichte der Geophysik; retired from CNR (Italian National Research Council), author of two books and of a few hundred papers on international peer reviewed journals. Topics: Galaxy - Sun - Earth relations; fundamental gnoseology in theoretical physics; applications of acoustic emission to environment, climate, and security (holder of an international patent) (ITALY).
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GRiffin, Gerald D, former Director of the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Lead Flight Director for three lunar landing missions: Apollo's 12, 15 and 17, Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the American Astronautical Society

HANCOCK, Lucy, Consultant, Weather and Climate Services

HAPPER, William, PhD, Cyrus Fogg Brackett Professor of Physics (emeritus) at Princeton University, former Director of the Office of Energy Research Director of Research, U.S. Department of Energy, Member National Academy of Sciences.

HARDE, Hermann, Professor of Physics (emeritus) at Helmut-Schmidt-University Hamburg, Germany, specialized in laser physics, spectroscopy and gas sensors, former Vice President of the University

HARTNETT WHITE, Kathleen, Distinguished Senior Fellow Texas Public Policy Foundation. Former Chairman of Texas Commission on Environment and former Officer of multiple Commissions on water, energy and environmental policies.

HAVAS, Magda, PhD. Pollution Ecologist and Environmental Toxicologist, Trent University, (CANADA)

HAYDEN, Howard C, Professor Emeritus of Physics, University of Connecticut. Editor and Publisher, The Energy Advocate, now in 20th year of publication.

HENNIGAN, Thomas D, Environmental and Forest Biology, Associate Professor of Biology, Truett-McConnell College, Cleveland, Georgia, Ecological Society of America.

HESS, Michael L, BS Computer Information Systems, Raytheon Senior Field Engineer, Retired, U. S. Army, CW3, Retired, Florida State University

HIGGINBOTHAM, Richard, DoD Retiree, Past Member of the Defense Acquisition Regulatory Council's Environmental Regulatory Committee MBA form American Graduate University, Covina, CA.

HOLLI DAY, George H, PhD, University of Houston, Civil Engineering. PE, Board Certified Environmental Engineer, American Society of Mechanical Engineers Life Fellow. Previously Environmental Engineering Advisor to Shell Oil Co. Production Department. (Retired) Author or coauthor of books regarding USA Environmental Regulations, Safety and Soil Remediation. Currently prepare an weekly Newsletter discussing Climate Change.

HOVLAND, Martin, professor emeritus, Center for Geobiology, University of Bergen, Norway. Member of the Environmental Pollution Prevention and Safety Panel, International Ocean Discovery Programme.
HUGHES, Terence J., Professor Emeritus of Earth Sciences and Climate Change, University of Maine. A half-century career studying the interaction of global climate with continental ice sheets, past, present, and future, focused on inherent instabilities in ice sheets that facilitate their rapid gravitational collapse.

HUMLUM, Ole, Professor of Physical Geography, Physical Geography, Institute of Geosciences, University of Oslo (NORWAY)

IDSO, Craig: Founder and Chairman of the Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change, Member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, American Geophysical Union, and the American Meteorological Society.


KARAJAS, John, retired geologist, specialist stratigrapher and sedimentologist who, as a result has gained a wide-ranging understanding of the geological history of planet earth and its climatic history.

JOHNSON, W. Reed, Professor Emeritus, Nuclear Engineering, University of Virginia. Former member of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, Fellow, American Nuclear Society.


KENDRICK, Hugh, Ph.D. Nuclear Engineering, University of Michigan; former Director, Plans & Analysis, Office of Nuclear Reactor Research, US.DOE; retired VP SAIC.

KHANDEKAR, Madhav, PhD, Expert Reviewer IPCC 2007 Climate Change report (INDIA and CANADA)

KAISER, Klaus L.E., Dr. rer. nat. (Technical University Munich, Germany), Research Scientist (retired), Natl. Water Research Institute. Author/coauthor of numerous scientific papers, author of numerous popular public press articles, author/editor of several books (CANADA)
KIMOTO, Kyoji, Climate science researcher revealing basic mathematical errors in the AGW theory of the IPCC (JAPAN).

KININMONTH, William, MS MAdmin: Retired former head of Australia’s National Climate Centre; member of the WMO Commission for Climatology; author of Climate Change: A Natural Hazard (2004).

KNOX, Robert S, Ph. D., Physics and Optics, U. of Rochester, 1953. Professor of Physics Emeritus, U. of Rochester, fellow, American Physical Society; charter member, American Society for Photobiology.

KRAMM, Gerhard, Dr. rer. nat. (Humboldt-University of Berlin, Germany), Research Associate Professor of Meteorology (retired), author and co-author of numerous papers on meteorology and textbook co-author. (GERMANY)

KVALHEIM, Olav M, Professor, Dept. of Chemistry, University of Bergen, Norway, Primary competence: Multivariate modelling and data analysis. Norwegian Research Council Prize for outstanding use of Research and several other awards also from U.S. organizations (NORWAY)

LANGNER, Carl G, PhD, Retired senior staff engineer for Shell E&P Technology Co, author or co-author of 31 patents along with numerous industry papers, member NAE

LAPPOINT, Patricia A, Ph.D. Professor of Management, Author of several articles on wind energy

LEGATES, David R, Ph.D., Climatology, U of Delaware, 1988, Professor, University of Delaware, Member: AMS.

LEHR, Jay Ph.D. Science Director, The Heartland Institute, author or co-author of 35 science books relating to water, energy and the environment.

LE PAIR, Dr. Cornelis, KONL, Former director of FOM, the Netherlands Research Organization of Physics and former director of STW, the Netherlands Technology Foundation. Ex member of the Netherlands General Energy Council and of the Defence Research Council (NETHERLANDS).

LESSER, Jonathan A, PhD, President, Continental Economics, Inc. Sandia Park, NM

LESTER, David H, Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering, retired consultant in Environmental Analysis and Nuclear Technology, former Asst. Vice-President SAIC, San Diego, CA, Currently Chairman of the Board of Go-Nuclear.
LIMBURG, Dipl.-Ing Michael, Vice President, European Institute for Climate and Energy (EIKE), (GERMANY)

LINDSTROM, Richard E., Ph.D., Physical Chemistry, Thermodynamics of Phase Changes, Professor Emeritus, University of Connecticut

LINDZEN, Richard: emeritus, Alfred P. Sloan Professor of Meteorology, Member of National Academy of Sciences, author of numerous papers on climate and meteorology

LIPMAN, Everett, Associate Professor of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara


LUPO, Anthony R, Professor, Atmospheric Science, University of Missouri

LUEDECKE, Horst-Joachim, Professor (retired) of physics, University of applied sciences, Saarbrücken (GERMANY)

LYNCH, William T, IEEE Fellow, Former Director at Semiconductor Research Corporation, Former Dept. Head of VLSI Device Technology at Bell Laboratories, Former member of the U.S. Nuclear Emergency Team #1, and a nuclear and radiation effects specialist

MACDONALD, James, M.S. Meteorology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Retired Chief meteorologist, Travelers Research Center Weather Service, Hartford, CT. 35 years weather forecasting experience.

MALKAN, Matthew, Professor of Physics and Astronomy at UCLA. He received his PhD in Astronomy from Caltech. He is the lead author or co-author of over 350 peer-reviewed articles.

MANGINO, Martin J, Ph.D., Professor, Virginia Commonwealth University, Research Director, VCU Trauma Center, President, Virginia Scientists and Engineers for Energy and Environment (VA-SEE), Richmond

MANNS, Francis T, Ph.D., Geoscientist, Principal, Artesian Geological Research, 323 Blantyre Avenue, Toronto, M1N 2S6, Canada

MANUEL, Oliver K, Emeritus Professor, University of Missouri, Former NASA Principal Investigator for Apollo, PhD - Nuclear Chemistry, Postdoc - Space Physics, Fulbright - Astrophysics
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MARKO, Pr. Dr. István E, Organic, organometallic and medicinal chemist, Université catholique de Louvain, Laboratoire de Chimie Organique et Médicinale, Institut IMCN, Unité MOST, More than 250 peer-reviewed articles, over 400 lectures worldwide, 2 books (BELGIUM)

MARTINIS, John, Professor of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara.

MARSH, James A, Professor of Immunology (emeritus), Department of Microbiology and Immunology, College of Veterinary Medicine, Cornell University

MCCALL, Gene, Ph. D., former chief scientist of Air Force Space Command and former chair of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board.

MCLEAN, John, Ph. D candidate James Cook University, writing dissertation on the accuracy of temperature data; Author of four peer-reviewed papers on climate including one that addresses the "pause"; Most prolific Expert Reviewer of IPCC 5AR WGI second order draft.

MISCOLCZI, F. M., PhD, Astrophysics, Earth Sciences, Former NASA Senior Principal Scientist. Foreign Associate Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

MILLER, Dennis D, Ph.D, Professor of Economics, Holder of the Endowed Buckhorn Chair in Economics, Baldwin Wallace University, Berea, Ohio.

MILLOY, Steven j, MHS (Biostatistics), JD, LLM. Founder & publisher, JunkScience.com.

MITCHELL, Dennis M. -Certified Public Accountant( Louisiana) and Qualified Environmental Professional( IPEP), Honorary Lifetime Member International Air & Waste Management Association

MONCKTON, Christopher, The Viscount Monckton of Brenchley, Former special advisor to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher (UNITED KINGDOM)


MOORE, JOHN H., Ph.D. Economics, University of Virginia; Deputy Director, National Science Foundation, 1985-1989; President, Sigma Xi, 1998-1999; President, Grove City College, 1996-2003

MOORE, Patrick, Ph.D., Co-founder and 15-year Director of Greenpeace, B.Sc. (Honours) Biology and Forestry, Ph.D. Ecology, Co-Chair US Clean and Safe

MORTEN HANSEN, Jens; sea-level specialist; state geologist at The Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland, adj. professor at Copenhagen University; previously director general of the Danish Research Agency, Danish Research Councils and National Committees on Science Ethics (DENMARK).

MOSER, Thomas L., B.S, M.S. and Ph.D studies , Mechanical Engineering; NASA Deputy. Associate Administrator and Space Station Program Director; Director or Engineering - NASA Johnson Space Center; Vice President – Constellations Services International, Analytical Services and Fairchild Space; Fellow American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics; Distinguished Graduate, University of Texas College of Engineering, Licensed Professional Engineer (Texas)

NACHMAN, Paul, PhD, Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of Chicago [1978], Affiliate Research Professor of Physics at Montana State University, co-author [with Vaclav Smil and Thomas V. Long II] of Energy Analysis in Agriculture: An Application to U.S. Corn Production, life member of Optical Society of America and of the American Association of Physics Teachers.

NAGEL, Mechthild, PhD, Professor of Philosophy, Director of the Center for Gender and Intercultural Studies at the State University of New York, College at Cortland, has written on ethical issues of water rights in South Africa

NEBERT, Daniel W:  BA (chemistry), MS (biophysics), MD (board-qualified in both pediatrics and human genetics). After 20+ years of genetics research at National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD), was Professor 20+ years at University Cincinnati Medical Center and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital (OH), More than 640 scientific publications, many national and international awards.

NEWTON, Michael Newton, PhD, Professor Emeritus, Forest Ecology, Oregon State University.

NIKOLOV, Ned, Ph.D., Physical Scientist (with expertise in atmosphere-ecosystem interactions, vegetation remote sensing, fire-weather forecasting and climate dynamics), USDA Forest Service.

NICHOLS, Rodney, former President and Chief Executive Officer of the New York Academy of Sciences; Scholar-in-Residence at the Carnegie Corporation of New York, Executive Vice President of The Rockefeller University, R&D manager Office of the Secretary of Defense.

NUSGEN, Dr. Ursula, MSc MRCPCH FRCPath, (the MSc relates to Tropical Pediatrics) Consultant Microbiologist, Mater Private Hospital, Dublin, Ireland.
O'KEEFE, William O'Keefe, President, Solutions Consulting, former CEO George C Marshall Institute, and for Executive Vice President, American Petroleum Institute.

OLLIER, Cliff, D.Sc. Bristol. Emeritus Professor. Geologist. Author of books and many papers, especially on glaciation, sea level and carbon dioxide. (AUSTRALIA)

OPLAS, Bienvenido, Jr, President, Minimal Government Thinkers, Inc., Manila, Philippines, Fellow, South East Asia Network for Development, Columnist, Business World, My Cup of Liberty (PHILIPPINES)

ORIENT, Jane, M. M.D., physician, managing editor, Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons, clinical lecturer in medicine, University of Arizona College of Medicine

OSBORN, Jeffery BM, BS Geology, University of Kansas, Petroleum Engineer, Memberships in American Association of Petroleum Geologists for 34 years, and in other scientific societies.

PARISH, Trueman, PhD Chemical Engineering retired former Director of Engineering Research, Eastman Chemical Company.
PARKER, Dr. Albert, Scientist, Bundoora, (AUSTRALIA).

PAYNE, Franklin Ed, M.D. Doctor of Medicine, Associate Professor of Family Medicine (Retired), Georgia Regents University, Augusta, GA.

PEACOCK, James M, Mechanical Engineer, Systems Project Engineer, USAF R&D and NASA Johnson Space Center, Apollo, Skylab, and Space Shuttle Programs. Charter member of The Right Climate Stuff Research Team of retired NASA Apollo Program scientists and engineers

PERRY, Charles A, PhD, Hydrologist and Solar Physicist, formerly of USGS (retired)

PINAULT, Jean-Louis, PhD, oceanographer (FRANCE)

PLIMER, Ian PhD, FGS, FTSE, FAIMM, Emeritus Professor of Earth Sciences at the University of Melbourne (Australia). Co-editor of Encyclopedia of Geology, author of Heaven and Earth (2009), How to get expelled from school (2011), Not for greens (2014) and Heaven and Hell (2015), (AUSTRALIA)

POSTMA, Joseph E, MSc Astrophysics, Calibrations Manager for the Ultra Violet Imaging Telescope – Canadian Space Agency (CANADA)
PROMBOIN, Ronald L., Ph.D. (Economics), Stanford University, Former professor of Finance and Economics, University of Maryland University College.


PURCELL, Patrick, MB BS, Commonwealth Medical Officer 1982 -1987 Medical Officer (pharmacovigilance) in Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Administration 1987 - 2010, (AUSTRALIA)

QUENEAU, Paul B, Adjunct Professor, Colorado School of Mines; Principal Metallurgical Engineer and President, The Bear Group, PB Queneau & Associates Inc.

QUIRK, Thomas W. D.Phil. Nuclear physicist and former Fellow of three Oxford Colleges. Published papers on methane, ocean changes, wind power, nuclear fuel cycle and psychology, behavioural economics and climate change (AUSTRALIA)

RIGANATI, John P., PhD Electrical Engineering, retired Vice President Sarnoff Corporation, former member Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, cofounder The Journal of Supercomputing & IEEE Computation in Science and Engineering, 70 publications.


ROBINSON, Art, PhD, Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine

ROERSCH, Prof (em) Dr Arthur, Former vice president of the Netherlands Organization for Applied research (TNO), (NETHERLANDS)

ROGERS, Norman: founder of Rabbit Semiconductor Company, member of the American Geophysical Union and the American Meteorological Society.

ROMBOUGH, Charles T, Ph.D., Nuclear Engineering, Founder and President of CTR Technical Services, Inc., a nuclear consulting firm, Manitou Springs, Colorado.

RUTAN, Burt, aerospace engineer, designer of Voyager and SpaceShipOne.

RUST, James H, PhD, Professor of nuclear engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology (retired), Atlanta, Georgia
RYAN, Judy, PhD Epidemiology, Australian National University

SALONIUS, Peter retired Natural Resources Canada Research Scientist, author or co-author of about 30 publications. (CANADA)

SCAFETTA, Nicola, Ph.D., Professor of Oceanography and Atmospheric Science, University of Naples Federico II, Italy, Former research scientist of Physics at Duke University. 87 Publications in complex systems and climate change (ITALY)

SCHMITT, Harrison, Geologist, Astronaut, Former U.S. Senator, Former Chair NASA Advisory Council

SHAVIV, Nir J, Professor of Physics, Chairman, Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University of Jerusalem (ISRAEL)

SHAW, Donald F, BS Mechanical Engineering, MS Civil Engineering, over 50 years experience in the energy sector including fossil fuels, biofuels, and CO2 capture, retired Member of American Society of Mechanical Engineers including participation on ASME Code Committee.

SHEAHEN, Thomas P, B.S. and Ph.D. in Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Research career in energy sciences, including Demand-Side Management (Energy Conservation); author of book Introduction to High-Temperature Superconductivity; measured infrared absorption by CO2 and H2O.

SHOENFELD, Peter, PhD, Univ.of Maryland, 1974, Retired consultant & enviro.advocate

SINGER, S. Fred, PhD. Emeritus Prof of Envir Sciences, U of VA. Founding director, US Weather Satellite Service; former Vice Chm, Nat'l Advis Comm on Oceans and Atmosphere. Fellow, AAAS, AGU, APS, AIAA. Founding chm of NIPCC. Co-author of NYT best-seller Unstoppable Global Warming

SOLHEIM Jan-Erik, professor (em.) University of Tromso, Norway Astrophysisist, Sun-Earth climate. (NORWAY)

SOON, Willie, Scientist.

SPENCER, Roy W, PhD, Principal Research Scientist, University of Alabama in Huntsville

STEWARD, H. Leighton: Geologist, environmentalists, and Chairman of Plants Need CO2.org.
TATTERSALL, Roger, BA(hons) Hist/Phil Science R. Eng, Proprietor: Tallbloke’s Talkshop, voted best European blog 2012 & 2014; Top 5 finalist: Best science blog 2013 bloggi.es (UNITED KINGDOM) 
TAYLOR, George, Ph.D. Computer Science, U.C. Berkeley 
TRIMBLE, Stanley W, Emeritus Professor, UCLA. Over the past 42 years, author, coauthor, or editor of 9 books on environmental issues in water including ENVIRONMENTAL HYDROLOGY (2013, 2015) and THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WATER SCIENCE (2007), plus about 100 scientific papers, many published in SCIENCE. 
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